Development and in vitro evaluation of deacety mycoepoxydiene nanosuspension.
Deacety mycoepoxydiene (DM), extracted from Phomopsis sp. A123 of thalassiomycetes, is a novel and potent anti-cancer agent. Due to its physicochemical characteristics, the drug, a poorly water-soluble weak acid, shows poor solubility and dissolution characteristics. To improve the solubility and dissolution, formulation of DM as nanosuspension has been performed in this study. Nanosuspensions were developed by high-pressure homogenization (HPH) (DissoCubes(®) Technology) and transformed into dry powder by freeze-drying. The nanosuspension produced was then investigated using optical microscope, photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS), zeta potential measurement, SEM, TEM, AFM, DSC and XRD. To verify the theoretical hypothesis on the benefit of increased surface area, in vitro saturation solubility and dissolution profile were investigated. In addition, the in vitro cell cytotoxicity was examined. Results showed that a narrow size distributed nanosuspension composed of unchanged crystalline state with a mean particle size of 515±18 nm, a polydispersity index of 0.12±0.03 and a zeta potential of -23.1±3.5 mV was obtained. In the in vitro dissolution test an accelerated dissolution velocity and increased saturation solubility could be shown for the MD nanosuspension. The in vitro cytotoxicity experiments provided evidence for an enhanced efficacy of the DM nanosuspension formulation compared to free DM solution. Taken together, these results illustrate the opportunity to formulate DM in nanosuspension form as an anti-prostate cancer delivery system.